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                                                            MEM continued
                                                              from 229, cont. 270

+++ 70mg 11/27/77 40mg at 8:50=[0:00][0:30] microscopic alert - outdoors I would
      never see it. [1:00] start [1:30] ± or at most + [2:00] +30mg [2:15] smooth
      ++ [2:45] up to complete window - yet can act soberly. [3:45] excellent
      erotic, +++ certain [with] ~+ physical [4:30] drive to Jamie's - to S.F. - a
      couple of reality loses on bridge - sober but +++! [7:00] rapid recovery - A
      very  functional day. I am going to consider this as a post MDMA instruction
      - beginnings of reality loss.

++  50mg 11/29/77 at 5:50AM=[0:00]-[1:00] brittle development - airplane flight
      Syracuse -> Chicago -> SF. timings inaccurate - at [2:30] quite ++ - some
      eyes-closed! wasted experiment.

++  50mg 12/3/77 at 9:25AM Neil 30mg ≡.[1:00] effects underway. [1:20] between + 
      & ++. my max was ++ [with] some dropping started at [3:00] Neil maintained
      a +++ to about [5:00 to 6:00] - his MEM-MDMA = alcohol unreality - not too
      pleasant - drunken intox but body motor OK. Transferred stomach problems.
      Valuable experiment. ++

++  30mg 12/10/77 new batch 9:15AM=[0:00][0:30] alert >[1:00] almost ++ already -
      Clare spotted it - bad breath and eyes glossy! - Dausum - Museum, Steinhart.
      [5:00] dropping [8:00] out. Starwars.

+++ 50mg 12/12/77 interaction QS @ 25mg 10:30=[0:00][1:00] zen [2:00] music -
      hilarious but going deeply. [4:00] QS at +++ and more - stomach "cancer" &
      panic - this at Karina's. [6:00] to grocery store - stable at reality-loss
      panic - body collapse. [8:00] hints of repair [9:00] to clear - very, very
      drunk - immense flushing of cancer guilt feelings & olef-transfer
      complication.

++  50mg 12/17/77 interaction Benita (@20+10mg) Colin (25+10mg). 12:15PM Maria
      Laach Monastery. ATS - to ++ early - much aleph - music excellent - Keith
      Jarrett. Colin +10 @ 2:45 - unreality in thought processes. to ++ 15!-Benita
      +10mg @ 2:45 - enjoyable + conceptual facilitation - strong music effects -
      Farmer & Brahms Requiem. overall +. (supplement at [3:00])

++  40mg 1/7/78 9:00=[0:00][0:30] alert [1:00] to ++ - intellectual, not fun
      window. [1:15] I see myself here in cold office in 20 years - not nice.
      [2:30] still ++ or +++ - decline window supplement [4:00]. to ++ - still not
      organized intellectually. [7:00] <+, but still detectable.

+++ 50mg 2/5/78 10:30AM=[0:00] 40mg, [with] Neil 25 & Clare 20. alert [0:30] at
      [1:00] Neil full or nearly so, I & Clare + or ++. [1:30] Moeller's in L.room.
      2:30 Clare +7 ATS +10 Neil 0. All with probable +++ at [3:30] - much tea
      - talk - magic flute [6:00] around block - eat accelerates recovery. Neil a
      little gastic - otherwise super-window with that something else - largely
      out by [9:00].   

                      VZ, GZ - 20+25;20 -   Peggy;Fred 5/12/78 - he, under
                      he-gide + homosexual  the fire to ~6:30 hr contact
                      she OK. 5/28/78 - he  high [with] ATS, AG,TG [with] aleph 4
                      on to 2-CB q.v


